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CASE STUDIES 
Showroom GEVO – Limassol: The exhibition centre of GEVO is an environmentally 
friendly building, since it combines perfectly the rational use and the implementation of 
several new technological systems utilizing renewable energy sources 
Ayii Anargyri Natural Healing Spa Resort : The idea/concept was to design a spa resort 
with the following criteria: to respect the environment and the existing old trees, to keep the 
original monastery architecture an the exterior of the buildings using stone, wood, roof, tiles 
etc. and modern design on the interior, to use the natural sulfur water through modern 
machinery and technologies and to use renewable energies to cover part of the final energy 
consumption. 

LEGAL AND REGULATORY ASPECTS 
!   EU directives reference: 
DIRECTIVE 2002/91/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 16 
December 2002 on the energy performance of buildings 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:001:0065:0065:EN:PDF 

!  National laws and decrees reference:  
• energy efficiency of buildings law N142(i) 2006  
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
N142(i)2006%20peri%20Rithmisis%20Energiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktirion%20Nomos.pdf 

• energy efficiency of buildings law N30(i) 2009 
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP429_2006%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Odon%20kai%20Oikodomon%20(Energeiaki
%20Apodosi%20ton%20Ktirion)%20Kanonismoi.pdf 

• Calculation methodology on energy efficiency building ordinance of 2007 (!"# 414/2009)  
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP414_2009%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Energeiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktir ion
(Methodologia%20Ypologismou%20Energeiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktiriou)%20Diatagma.pdf 

• Regulation 429/2006 on Roads and Buildings (Energy Performance of Buildings) !"# 
429/2006) 
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP429_2006%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Odon%20kai%20Oikodomon%20(Energeiaki
%20Apodosi%20ton%20Ktirion)%20Kanonismoi.pdf 
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STRENGTHS/BENEFITS 

!  reduction of resources consumption: Trees and shrubs can help reduce overall energy 
use in buildings. The amount of energy saved depends on the building type, choice of tree 
species, positioning around the building and the prevailing climate. 
For example, by planting deciduous trees on the correct side of an exposed building: 
$ wind penetration can be significantly reduced 
$ shading is provided in the summer 
$ solar gain is achieved in the winter. 
Savings on energy costs by the careful planting of trees can, for a conventional house 
over a one year period, be as much 25% 

!   reduction of environmental impacts: plants can absorb pollutant gases such as 
formaldehyde, benzene, VOCS and trichloroethane, which are released by a whole range 
of materials and human activities. The saving in energy use achieved materializes as 
reduced carbon dioxide emissions at the power plants. 

!   improving the quality of the indoor environment: Interior plants have an impressive 
ability to multi-task. As well as looking beautiful, it can be shown also that they improve 
indoor air quality and help regulate the indoor environment. One other important benefit is 
their ability to reduce noise levels in buildings, reducing the need for expensive (and often 
ugly) manufactured acoustic panels. 
Green walls, also known as vertical planting systems, vertical gardens, plant walls or 
vegetated walls have been successfully   implemented around the world over the last 
years. With plant life visible from nearly every floor, the wall acts as an indoor air purifier, 
pulling air through the wall and into the mechanical air ducts. The biowall could supply all 
of the building’s fresh air intake needs.  Irrigated by a vertical hydroponic system, it 
naturally cools the building in the summer and humidifies in the winter. Today, architects 
and design teams are specifying brilliant walls of live greenery with functions ranging from 
fully scrubbing the air to simply humanizing windowless and  'nature deficient' indoor 
spaces.   

!  other :The natural ability of plants to orient their foliage towards a light source helps to 
ensure that direct sunlight is intercepted by the leaves. Diffused light of variable 
brightness will make its way to the inside of the building adding atmosphere and 
interesting shadows to complement the visual appeal of the plants themselves. 
The shading benefits of plants can be exploited in all types of building and location. Small 
plants near windows can obviate the need for blinds and still provide the benefits of a 
view. In atriums and other highly glazed spaces, large plants and trees can be used to 
replace manufactured products such as external louvers and provide other indoor climate 
benefits such as cooling through evapotranspiration  and improving air quality. 
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WEAKNESSES/DISADVANTAGES 

!  difficulty of building integration:There are some difficulties however besides the difficulty 
of the choice of the plant or the tree to be the right one for the area and of the house or the 
building. A supporting system must be installed for climbing shrubs and an irrigation system 
if one opts for a green wall. Plants need care and they can attract infestation, bird nests and 
may be  infected by plant diseases. So nice as they may be they do need care and attention. 
Deciduous plants will require the collection of the fallen leaves.  

!   cultural: No cultural obstacle is anticipated. Cypriots used plants to shade 
verandas and patios since ancient times. In some houses scent producing plants 
are also used to freshen the air. It may be more difficult to convince owners to 
have the plants inside the house rather than outside. For plant lovers it will be an 
easy transition. Others will admire the creation and the effect as long as someone 
else is taking care of the new lining creature introduced into the house. 

!   normative: There are no legal obstacles in planting trees and non contolled 
plants (prohibited are all drug producing plants and tobacco is also regulated). 
There may be difficulties with multi-ownership buildings 

!   other : Architects may need to be better aware of interior landscaping 
examples and possibilities so that they may influence desisions of their clients 
early on in the design phase. Interior designers need also to be made more aware 
of the various botanic possibilities. 

!   There may be a business opportunity for the development and marketing of 
small automatic hydroponic systems suitable for retrofitting into existing houses 
and appartments. Some research will be required of course. 

House with vertical plant 
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!   technical difficulties of installation / assembly: The technical difficulty anticipated is 
that this sort of “arboreta” need expert planning, installation and caring beyond the 
abilities of an ordinary person. They certainly are not install-and-forget systems. 

!   difficulties in the context of local production: The difficulty in vegetation around 
buildings is water. Cyprus has a major problem with water resources so watering plans 
and trees especially in summer is a major problem. Indoor plants have a better chance 
of being cared for. There are plenty of gardening centres who can undertake the 
installation and care but the decision rarely involves the architect. 

!  other: There needs to be better and broader awareness about the benefits of living 
plant systems for natural climate control. 

SUGGESTIONS TO OVERCOME THE WEAKNESSES 
To increase awareness one must use cross communication techniques. Landscape 
architects must write articles in energy conservation and technical magazines in order 
to make engineers and technical designers go to gardening experts to seek further 
ideas and examples. Interior designers’ attention must also be turned to gardening 
magazines for ideas and energy saving benefits. 

American Heart Institute  
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY ASPECTS 
!  EU directives reference: 

DIRECTIVE 2002/91/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 16 
December 2002 on the energy performance of buildings 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:001:0065:0065:EN:PDF 

!  National laws and decrees reference:  

• energy efficiency of buildings law N142(i) 2006  
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
N142(i)2006%20peri%20Rithmisis%20Energiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktirion%20Nomos.pdf 

• energy efficiency of buildings law N30(i) 2009 
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP429_2006%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Odon%20kai%20Oikodomon%20(Energeiaki
%20Apodosi%20ton%20Ktirion)%20Kanonismoi.pdf 

• Calculation methodology on energy efficiency building ordinance of 2007 (!"# 414/2009)  
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP414_2009%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Energeiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktirion
(Methodologia%20Ypologismou%20Energeiakis%20Apodosis%20Ktiriou)%20Diatagma.pdf 

• Regulation 429/2006 on Roads and Buildings (Energy Performance of Buildings) !"# 
429/2006) 
http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/DF8E187B6AF21A89C22575AD002C6160/$file/
KDP429_2006%20peri%20Rythmisis%20Odon%20kai%20Oikodomon%20(Energeiaki
%20Apodosi%20ton%20Ktirion)%20Kanonismoi.pdf 
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STRENGTHS/BENEFITS 

!   reduction of resources consumption:Green roof systems are recognized as providing 
greater thermal performance and roof insulation for the buildings they are laid on. This 
can vary depending on the time of the year, and the amount of water held within the 
system. 

Cooling [summer]: Poorly protected and insulated roofs can lead to substantial 
overheating of spaces beneath them. This can lead to the need for increased air-
conditioning. A green roof not only acts as an insulation barrier, but the combination of 
plant processes [photosynthesis and evapotranspiration] and soil processes [evapo-
transmission] reduces the amount of solar energy absorbed by the roof membrane, thus 
leading to cooler temperatures beneath the surface. 

Thermal Insulation [winter]: Green roofs can help to reduce heat loss from buildings 
during the winter when root activity of plants, air layers and the totality of the specific 
system create heat and thereby provide an insulation membrane. However the efficiency 
of green roofs as thermal barriers is dependent on the amount of water held within the 
system. Water retention can increase the amount of heat lost through the system and 
therefore any efficiency gains are dependent on daily conditions. It is therefore difficult to 
provide accurate figures on the net effect of green roofs on energy efficiency during the 
winter months. 

!  reduction of environmental impacts: 
Air quality: Extensive planting within cities is now widely recognized as a means of 
improving air quality. Therefore, green roofs contribute to the reduction of a number of 
polluting air particles and compounds not only through the plants themselves, but also by 
deposition in the growing medium itself. 

Plants reduce carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and produce oxygen Green roofs reduce 
the heat island effect, which contributes significantly to ozone production Plant roofs 
remove heavy metals, airborne particles and volatile organic compounds Being absorbed 
into the green roof system these polluting particles do not enter the water system through 
surface run off leading to improvement in water quality. 
 (http://greenroofs.org/index.php/about-green-roofs/green-roof-benefits) 

!  other (economic, managerial, related to additional services,  
Health: There is a growing body of evidence that the visual and physical contact with 
natural greenery provides a range of benefits to people. These include both mental 
benefits (such as reduction of stress) and physical benefits (including the provision of 
cleaner air). Access to green space can bring about direct reductions in a person's heart 
rate and blood-pressure, and can aid general well-being 
Recycled Materials: A number of materials used in green roofs are from recycled 
sources, such as the membranes and growing mediums, such as crushed porous brick, 
which is used by some suppliers. 
Noise and sound Insulation: The combination of soil, plants and trapped layers of air 
within green roof systems can act as a sound insulation barrier. Sound waves are 
absorbed, reflected or deflected. The growing medium tends to block lower sound 
frequencies whilst the plants block higher frequencies. The amount of sound insulation is 
dependent on the system used and the substrate depth. A green roof with a 12 cm 
substrate layer can reduce sound by 40dB and one of 20 cm by 46-50dB. 
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WEAKNESSES/DISADVANTAGES 

!  difficulty of building integration: Most roofs in Cyprus are flat concrete slabs. This makes 
it easy to construct green roofs. Green roofs cannot easily be integrated into inclined tiled 
roof unless designed into the building from the start.  

! cultural: As a rule the “roof-scape” in Cyprus is highly degraded. The view down from high 
rise buildings or hill tops is not pleasing at all simply because designers and owners ignore 
its importance. There are some houses with roof gardens but these can hardly be 
considered as green roofs. The latter will need considerable water in the summer months  
and if left unattended and uncared for will dry out and become a fire hazard or will harbour 
weeds. It is not easy not to regard them as extensions of the garden which translates into 
extra hassle for the owner. In high rise buildings the benefits stated are only for the 
occupants of the last floor. 

Traditionally in the village regions, grape vines used to be grown on the ground but pruned 
in a way that would allow them to spread on the roofs, thus providing shade while also 
producing fruit (grapes)  

!  normative:It is not expected that there would be any difficulties in incorporating green 
roofs into an existing or new building. However there is no experience on the type of the 
plants to be grown or the amount of care such roofs will require.  

! other (specify): The main disadvantage is that roofs are as a rule not cared for and 
abandoned and the owners will be required to devote a lot of effort to keep a green roof 
functional 

Competition for the same space from photovoltaics and solar-thermal. 
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!   technical difficulties of installation / assembly:There will have to be proper design 
and layout as a roof also accommodates water tanks, solar water heaters, air 
conditioning compressors and antennas. In older days roofs were also used for clothes 
drying while in villages people still use roofs to dry produce. Some older buildings might 
not be able to support the extra weight. Before considering to build an eco-roof, it would 
be better to  check the building's specifications. 

!  difficulties in the context of local production: Any business created by the demand for 
green roofs will be absorbed by landscape and garden designers. These will need to 
look at a green roof as an energy saving feature rather than just a garden.  

!  other  
Cost: Because of the great quantities of roofing materials, green roofs are more 
expensive than conventional solutions. However, if one considers the energy savings 
they provide and their longer life, everyone can tell that they are economically profitable 
as well. Also the maintenance of roof is costly after installation of a green  roofing 
system. 

SUGGESTIONS TO OVERCOME THE WEAKNESSES 

With government financing, costs can be reduced significantly and the economic 
incentive of green roof installation, be even larger. It needed, therefore, more 
coordinated planning on the part of the government to seize the opportunities offered, 
with the indispensable presence of officers who will be effective in monitoring and 
enforcement the existing legal framework. The target should be, to produce a more 
comprehensive and long-term result and not the exploitation of EU funds for individual 
investment, which will have a result in a building level only. It is also appropriate to 
amend the current legislation to include more subsidies for investments in passive 
saving energy activities on the basis that the reduction of energy consumption is more 
important than increasing production. A prerequisite is the adoption of a more visionary 
perception and long-term planning, in truly environmentally friendly policies.  

Usually greening activities face a difficult situation because of disordered urbanization 
and the escalation in land prices. With increasing population and limited land, the 
government had to adopt a high-density and high-rise strategy. Space constraints have 
reduced the applicability of green surfaces in various areas surrounding the building 
envelope. Consequently, green roofs become the only promising choice for densely 
populated urban areas.   

Many large rooftops of school buildings, industrial buildings, shopping malls, or 
gymnasiums, can be sites for green roofs . The vacant roof spaces of large public 
buildings such as industrial, commercial, or community buildings are potential sites for 
vegetable gardens. Although there are some difficulties such as moving the vegetations, 
finding the access to roof areas, or maintaining vegetations on the roof, the all-day 
exposure to sunlight is suitable for vegetable growing. 
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